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Description

[0001] The invention is related to a vehicle door with
at least one lock lever that is provided for engaging a
counterpart in an engaged state for locking the vehicle
door at the associated vehicle. The invention is further
related to an aircraft with a plurality of aircraft doors, each
aircraft door comprising at least one lock lever that is
provided for engaging a counterpart in an engaged state
for locking a respective aircraft door relative to the air-
craft.
[0002] In general, aircraft doors must fulfil predefined
airworthiness requirements in order to allow for a safe,
secure and reliable operation of respective aircrafts.
Such airworthiness requirements are defined in applica-
ble safety regulations and specifications, such as the US-
American Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) and/or the
European Certification Specifications (CS) from the Eu-
ropean Aviation Safety Agency (EASA).
[0003] More specifically, according to EASA CS
25.783(f), resp. FAR 25.783(f), each aircraft door must
be provided with means that allow for a direct visual in-
spection of an underlying door locking mechanism in or-
der to determine whether the aircraft door is fully closed,
latched and locked. Such a direct visual inspection is
requested, as dispatch of a given aircraft may be permit-
ted in some circumstances even if a flight deck indication,
or other remote indication, of an unsafe aircraft door per-
sists although all aircraft doors of the given aircraft are
fully closed, latched and locked. In such circumstances,
the dispatch should, nevertheless, not lead to hazardous
or uncontrollable operation conditions of the given air-
craft.
[0004] A direct visual inspection could e. g. be per-
formed by providing a given aircraft door with one or more
suitable viewing ports. More specifically, a viewing port
could be provided that allows to visualize an underlying
door locking mechanism of the given aircraft door through
a respective door lining and insulation. However, such a
viewing port is neither considered aesthetically pleasant,
nor practically feasible in all circumstances.
[0005] In other words, in many cases a direct visual
inspection by means of direct viewing, in particular via
viewing ports, is impractical. In these cases, and provided
that there is no failure mode possible, which could allow
a false latched or locked indication, indirect viewing is
permitted. As a result, such indirect viewing is commonly
used.
[0006] Usually, indirect viewing for a visual inspection
of an underlying door locking mechanism of a given air-
craft door implies use of a mechanical arrangement that
determines a respective mechanism status of the under-
lying door locking mechanism of the given aircraft door
by using e. g. levers, shafts and drive pins that are inter-
connected to activate an indication flag that indicates the
respective mechanism status, so that a reliable, positive
indication of the respective mechanism status of the un-
derlying door locking mechanism can be obtained. More

specifically, in order to guarantee sufficient reliability,
such a mechanical arrangement usually implements an
indication arrangement that comprises a mechanism that
drives an indicator flag. A shaft in turn is provided with
an indicator flag, which rotates behind an indicator plate.
A slot in this indicator plate provides viewing access to
a small area of the flag, which conventionally comprises
a green and a red section. If the green section shows up
in the slot, the underlying door locking mechanism is sup-
posed to be in locked state and, if the red section shows
up in the slot, the underlying door locking mechanism is
supposed to be in unlocked state.
[0007] However, such a mechanical arrangement con-
ventionally requires a comparatively high number of in-
terconnected components. Furthermore, surrounding
adjacent parts of a respective door structure of the given
aircraft door must be equipped with bushes and bearings
to minimize system friction and ensure required endur-
ance life. Therefore, this mechanical arrangement in-
volves significant weight and cost implications for the giv-
en aircraft door.
[0008] It should be noted that, more generally, security
systems are known, which allow to prevent an inadvert-
ent deployment of aircraft doors or which allow a direct
or indirect viewing of aircraft equipment from an inside
of a given aircraft. Exemplary security systems are briefly
discussed hereinafter.
[0009] For instance, the document WO 2014/167038
A1 describes a security system that comprises video
cameras for producing real-time images and, more par-
ticularly, videos of a surrounding of a given aircraft. In
this security system, the video cameras, i. e. respective
camera lenses, replace aircraft windows and, more par-
ticularly, windows in aircraft doors. The security system
further comprises illumination sources for illuminating the
surrounding in at least one radiation range, respectively.
However, this security system is not suitable for deter-
mining whether a given aircraft door is fully closed,
latched and locked.
[0010] The document CA 2 769 796 A1 describes a
similar security system in the form of a cockpit video sys-
tem with multiple video cameras, a video processing
module and a monitor. Therein, the video cameras are
attached to an exterior of a given aircraft for producing
real-time images and, more particularly, videos of a sur-
rounding of the given aircraft. However, even if the video
cameras would be used to show the aircraft doors, this
would only be suitable to determine whether the aircraft
doors are fully closed, but not for determining whether
the aircraft doors are latched and locked.
[0011] The document DE 10 2008 059 123 A1 de-
scribes a security system that is implemented by means
of an inspection apparatus that comprises a mirror ar-
rangement used for visualizing outside components of a
given aircraft. However, even if the inspection apparatus
would be used to show the aircraft doors, this would only
be suitable to determine whether the aircraft doors are
fully closed, but not for determining whether the aircraft
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doors are latched and locked.
[0012] Other visual inspection devices in other techni-
cal domains are also already known. An exemplary visual
inspection device in the field of down holes is e. g. de-
scribed in the documents US5519543, WO2004030336
and US6659401.
[0013] It is, therefore, an object of the present invention
to provide a new aircraft door and, more generally, a new
vehicle door, which allows for a simplified, secure, safe
and reliable determination of an associated latched and
locked state. Furthermore, it is an object of the present
invention to provide a new aircraft having such a new
aircraft door.
[0014] This object is solved by a vehicle door with at
least one lock lever that is provided for engaging a coun-
terpart in an engaged state for locking the vehicle door
at the associated vehicle, said vehicle door comprising
the features of claim 1. The object is further solved by an
aircraft with a plurality of aircraft doors, each aircraft door
comprising at least one lock lever that is provided for
engaging a counterpart in an engaged state for locking
a respective aircraft door relative to the aircraft, said air-
craft comprising the features of claim 10.
[0015] More specifically, the present invention pro-
vides a vehicle door with at least one lock lever that is
provided for engaging a counterpart in an engaged state
for locking the vehicle door at the associated vehicle. A
real-time monitoring device is provided for generating a
real-time representation of the at least one lock lever and
the counterpart, the real-time representation being suit-
able for determining whether the at least one lock lever
is in the engaged state.
[0016] It should be noted that it is commonly known
that the at least one lock lever of the vehicle door and
the counterpart are key mechanism elements of a re-
spective door locking mechanism, which are essential
for door locking. Therefore, these two key mechanism
elements are preferably marked and a respective align-
ment of their markings will show without ambiguity that
the two key mechanism elements are correctly engaged
in each other, and therefore locking of the vehicle door
is ensured.
[0017] According to one aspect, an image formation
device is provided and, preferably, mounted adjacent to
the at least one lock lever of the vehicle door and the
counterpart, preferentially on or in a respective door
structure. The image formation device will relay a respec-
tive status of the at least one lock lever of the vehicle
door and the counterpart to a display device, which is
either arranged on the vehicle door, adjacent to the ve-
hicle door within a vehicle cabin of the associated vehicle,
or directly in a respective vehicle cockpit. Arrangement
of the display device directly on the vehicle door may
advantageously be used for relaying also current condi-
tions outside of the vehicle door, if a further image for-
mation device is provided by means of a camera system
that replaces a conventional door window.
[0018] Preferably, the image formation device com-

prises an integrated backlight to ensure visibility under
all external or internal lighting conditions. Furthermore,
a respective lens of the image formation device is pref-
erably coated to provide resistance to scratching, to pre-
vent fogging and to ensure resistance to fluids commonly
used in the operation and cleaning of vehicles, in partic-
ular aircrafts. Furthermore, the image formation device
preferably utilizes an already existing power supply that
is e. g. running through an existing door wire harness.
[0019] Advantageously, by provision of the real-time
monitoring device a comparatively large reduction in re-
spectively required space for its implementation com-
pared to available prior art means results, leading to more
available space inside an underlying door structure for
other door systems and less intrusion beyond an inner
mould line into the associated vehicle. Also, the visual
inspection provision by means of the real-time monitoring
device may not only be available in the vicinity of the
vehicle door, it could also be relayed to a screen any-
where in the associated vehicle.
[0020] According to a preferred embodiment, the real-
time monitoring device comprises an image formation
device.
[0021] According to a further preferred embodiment,
the image formation device comprises at least video for-
mation capabilities, wherein the real-time representation
is a video.
[0022] According to a further preferred embodiment,
the image formation device further comprises still image
formation capabilities, wherein the real-time representa-
tion is switchable between the video and a still image.
[0023] According to a further preferred embodiment, a
fixation member is provided that rigidly attaches the im-
age formation device to a door structure of the vehicle
door.
[0024] According to a further preferred embodiment, a
control panel is provided for controlling operation of the
image formation device.
[0025] According to a further preferred embodiment,
the control panel comprises a display screen for display-
ing the real-time representation.
[0026] According to a further preferred embodiment,
the image formation device comprises a backlight device.
[0027] According to a further preferred embodiment,
the associated vehicle is an aircraft, wherein the vehicle
door defines a cabin access door of the aircraft.
[0028] Advantageously, the complete conventional in-
dication arrangement as described above can be omitted
in this case. Thus, significant cost and weight savings
could be achieved. Also, no moving parts are required
that could be subject to wear and tear. Furthermore, the
visual inspection provision would not only be available in
the vicinity of the aircraft door. Instead, it could also be
relayed to a screen anywhere in the aircraft, e. g. to an-
other crew member on the flight deck.
[0029] Furthermore, a respective lining provided in the
region of the real-time monitoring device could signifi-
cantly be simplified compared to the lining that is required
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for the conventional indication arrangement and, in par-
ticular, a lining and/or insulation reduction is no longer
required. More specifically, a grow-out or viewing port for
the indicator flag would no longer be required. Further-
more, any cut-out in the lining and an associated insula-
tion cut-out, which is a potential source for cold spots,
cold air drafts and moisture into the aircraft cabin, can
advantageously be omitted. In particular, such cold
spots, cold air drafts and moisture into the aircraft cabin
are considered irritants to passengers and cabin crew
alike, so that avoidance thereof is beneficial.
[0030] The present invention further provides an air-
craft with a plurality of aircraft doors. Each aircraft door
comprises at least one lock lever that is provided for en-
gaging a counterpart in an engaged state for locking a
respective aircraft door at the aircraft. A real-time moni-
toring device is provided for generating a real-time rep-
resentation of the at least one lock lever and the coun-
terpart, the real-time representation being suitable for de-
termining whether the at least one lock lever is in the
engaged state.
[0031] According to a preferred embodiment, the re-
spective aircraft door is a cabin access door.
[0032] According to a further preferred embodiment,
the real-time monitoring device comprises an image for-
mation device that comprises at least video formation
capabilities, wherein the real-time representation is a vid-
eo.
[0033] According to a further preferred embodiment,
the image formation device further comprises still image
formation capabilities, wherein the real-time representa-
tion is switchable between the video and a still image.
[0034] According to a further preferred embodiment,
at least one display screen is provided for displaying the
real-time representation.
[0035] According to a further preferred embodiment,
the at least one display screen is provided at the respec-
tive aircraft door, in vicinity of the respective aircraft door
and/or on an aircraft flight deck of the aircraft.
[0036] Preferred embodiments of the invention are out-
lined by way of example in the following description with
reference to the attached drawings. In these attached
drawings, identical or identically functioning components
and elements are labeled with identical reference num-
bers and characters and are, consequently, only de-
scribed once in the following description.

- Figure 1 shows a perspective view of an aircraft hav-
ing an aircraft cabin door according to the present
invention, and

- Figure 2 shows a schematic view of an aircraft cabin
door of the aircraft of Figure 1.

[0037] Figure 1 shows an aircraft 1 with an aircraft air-
frame 2. The aircraft 1 illustratively comprises a passen-
ger cabin 3a, a cargo deck 3b and a flight deck or cockpit
3c. Preferably, the aircraft 1 is accessible via a plurality

of doors 4, which exemplarily comprises several cabin
access doors 4a, 4b, 4c and 4d, as well as one or more
cargo deck access doors 4e. By way of example, the
passenger cabin 3a and the flight deck 3c are accessible
via the cabin access doors 4a, 4b, 4c and 4d, and the
cargo deck 3b is accessible via the one or more cargo
deck access doors 4e.
[0038] The plurality of doors 4 is preferably adapted to
close the airframe, i. e. fuselage 2 of the aircraft 1, pref-
erentially in a fluid-tight manner. According to one aspect,
at least one and preferably each one of the plurality of
doors 4 is embodied for allowing a determination of a
respective current operation state thereof by means of a
visual inspection. This visual inspection is preferentially
suitable for determining whether a respective one of the
plurality of doors 4 is fully closed, latched and locked.
[0039] Illustratively, the aircraft 1 is an airplane. How-
ever, the present invention is not limited to airplanes.
Instead, any vehicle that may be equipped with doors
that allow a visual inspection of a respective current op-
eration state thereof are likewise contemplated. By way
of example, the present invention may alternatively be
applied to vessels, such as ships and so on. Consequent-
ly, the present invention is not limited to aircraft doors,
but can likewise be applied to any arbitrary vehicle door.
However, for purposes of illustration, the present inven-
tion is hereinafter described with respect to aircraft doors
and, only exemplarily, to aircraft cabin access doors.
[0040] Figure 2 shows the cabin access door 4d of Fig-
ure 1, which is hereinafter described in more detail. How-
ever, it should be noted that the cabin access door 4d is
merely described representatively for all aircraft doors
4a, 4b, 4c, 4e of the aircraft 1 of Figure 1. Furthermore,
it should be noted that the cabin access door 4d is even
more generally only described by way of example for an
arbitrary vehicle door, to which the present invention can
be applied.
[0041] According to one aspect, the cabin access door
4d comprises at least one lock lever 6 that is provided
for engaging a counterpart 7 in an engaged state for lock-
ing the cabin access door 4d relative to the aircraft 1 of
Figure 1. The at least one lock lever 6 is preferably move-
ably mounted to an associated door structure 5 of the
cabin access door 4d and the counterpart 7 is preferably
also mounted to the associated door structure 5, prefer-
entially also moveably, but may alternatively also be
mounted rigidly or moveably to the aircraft airframe 2 of
Figure 1.
[0042] As already described above, safety is of para-
mount importance in aircraft operation and dispatch re-
liability is critical as well in order to ensure airline profit-
ability. Therefore, prior to each take-off of the aircraft 1,
a check is performed by a respective flight crew that the
plurality of doors 4 is correctly closed. Furthermore, the
above-mentioned airworthiness requirements require a
visual inspection provision to determine a respective cur-
rent operation state of each one of the plurality of doors
4 in order to determine whether to permit flight even with
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a remote indication, e. g. on the flight deck 3c, of an un-
safe door. This visual inspection must allow to determine,
without ambiguity, if the door is fully closed, latched and
locked.
[0043] As also already described above, the at least
one lock lever 6 and the counterpart 7 are considered as
being the key mechanism elements of a respective door
locking mechanism, which are essential for door locking.
In other words, when the at least one lock lever 6 and
the counterpart 7 are correctly engaged in each other,
locking of the cabin access door 4d is considered as be-
ing ensured. However, it should be noted that a particular
implementation of the at least one lock lever 6 and the
counterpart 7 are not part of the present invention, as
they are well-known to the person skilled in the art. Fur-
thermore, a detailed implementation of the respective
door locking mechanism as such is also not part of the
present invention and well-known to the person skilled
in the art. Thus, more detailed descriptions thereof are
omitted for brevity and conciseness of the description.
[0044] Finally, as also already described above, a sim-
ple viewing port would suffice for determining whether
the at least one lock lever 6 and the counterpart 7 are
correctly engaged in each other. However, such a simple
viewing port is usually not practical as the at least one
lock lever 6 and the counterpart 7 must be visible, but
tend to be deep in the associated door structure 5, behind
other mechanism parts, making viewing extremely diffi-
cult or impossible. Therefore, according to one aspect
the cabin access door 4d comprises a real-time monitor-
ing device 8 that is provided for generating a real-time
representation 12 of the at least one lock lever 6 and the
counterpart 7. Preferably, the real-time monitoring device
8 comprises an image formation device 8b that is pref-
erentially rigidly attached to the associated door structure
5 of the cabin access door 4d by means of a fixation
member 8a, e. g. a dedicated support bracket.
[0045] The image formation device 8b preferably com-
prises at least video formation capabilities. By way of
example, the image formation device 8b is implemented
by means of a video camera or camcorder or, alterna-
tively, by means of a digital camera with video formation
capabilities. By way of example, so-called charge-cou-
pled device (CCD) or 3CCD cameras or camcorders can
be used. In any case, the camera or camcorder that is
used for implementing the image formation device 8b is
preferably a miniaturized device, i. e. a miniature camera
or camcorder, so that a required installation space at re-
spectively in the associated door structure 5 can be min-
imized.
[0046] Furthermore, the image formation device 8b
preferably comprises a backlight device 8c. This guar-
antees a reliable and failure-free operation of the image
formation device 8b in all possible lighting conditions.
[0047] Moreover, a respective lens of the image for-
mation device 8b is preferably coated to provide resist-
ance to scratching, to prevent fogging and to ensure re-
sistance to fluids commonly used in the operation and

cleaning of the aircraft 1 of Figure 1. Furthermore, the
image formation device 8b preferably utilizes an already
existing power supply that is e. g. running through an
existing door wire harness.
[0048] In summary, the image formation device 8b is
preferentially selected from a wide range of available
cameras and camcorders that are associated with a suit-
able backlight device and preferably comprise at least
video formation capabilities and, preferentially, also still
image formation capabilities. Thus, the real-time repre-
sentation 12 can either be a video, or a still image. Pref-
erably, the real-time representation 12 is switchable be-
tween the video and the still image, so that the video can
e. g. be used for visual inspection purposes, while the
still image is used for documentation and observation
purposes.
[0049] According to one aspect, the real-time repre-
sentation 12 is suitable for determining whether the at
least one lock lever 6 is in the engaged state. In particular,
the cabin access door 4d is considered safely closed,
latched and locked when the at least one lock lever 6 is
engaged in the counterpart 7. Therefore, the real-time
representation 12 comprises at least a representation 6a
of the at least one lock lever and a representation 7a of
the counterpart.
[0050] In the above described implementation vari-
ants, the representation 6a of the at least one lock lever
6 corresponds to an image, i. e. a real-time visualization
of the at least one lock lever 6, and the representation
7a of the counterpart 7 corresponds to an image, i. e. a
real-time visualization of the counterpart 7. Thus, a re-
spective current operation state of the at least one lock
lever 6 and the counterpart 7 can unambiguously be de-
termined, so that a reliable, safe and secure determina-
tion can be made on whether the at least one lock lever
6 is in the engaged state.
[0051] According to one aspect, the representations
6a, 7a, i. e. the real-time representation 12, are/is dis-
played on a display screen 11. The latter is preferably
provided at a control panel 10 that, in turn, is at least
provided for controlling operation of the image formation
device 8b. However, the display screen 11 must not nec-
essarily define an integral part of the control panel 10
and can likewise be provided as a separate component.
[0052] The control panel 10 is preferably connected to
the image formation device 8b by means of a suitable
signal transmission connection 9. This signal transmis-
sion connection 9 is preferentially implemented by means
of wiring or, alternatively, via a radio link, e. g. using the
Bluetooth® standard. The control panel 10 may e. g. fur-
ther be connected to another image formation device that
can be used to replace e. g. a window that would other-
wise be provided in the cabin access door 4d. This would
enable a further reduction of cost, weight and space.
[0053] The control panel 10 and the display screen 11
can be mounted to the associated door structure 5 of the
cabin access door 4d or, alternatively, to the aircraft air-
frame 2 of Figure 1, preferably in the vicinity of the cabin
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access door 4d. Still alternatively, either one of the control
panel 10 and the display screen 11 is mounted to the
associated door structure 5 of the cabin access door 4d,
while the other one is mounted to the aircraft airframe 2
of Figure 1, preferably in the vicinity of the cabin access
door 4d. Still alternatively, or in addition thereto, the real-
time representation 12 can be transferred from the image
formation device 8b to the aircraft flight deck 3c of Figure
1 for display.
[0054] According to one aspect, the control panel 10
is configured to allow activation of the image formation
device 8b and/or the display screen 11, e. g. by means
of a suitable switch. This advantageously allows use of
the image formation device 8b only in case of need. More
specifically, in case of a remote indication of an unsafe
door when the cabin access door 4d seems to be cor-
rectly closed, a crew member could perform a visual in-
spection of the affected door, i. e. the cabin access door
4d. Part of this inspection would be to activate the image
formation device 8b using the switch provided on the con-
trol panel 10. A respective video or still image caught by
the image formation device 8b would then be relayed to
the display screen 11 for inspection by the crew member.
[0055] It should be noted that modifications within the
scope of the claims to the above described embodiments
are within the common knowledge of the person skilled
in the art and, thus, also considered as being part of the
present invention. For instance, while only a single lock
lever and its counterpart are illustrated together with a
single real-time monitoring device in Figure 2, it should
be clear to the person skilled in the art that preferably
each lock lever/counterpart arrangement is provided with
an associated real-time monitoring device.

Reference List

[0056]

1 aircraft
2 aircraft airframe
3a aircraft passenger cabin
3b aircraft cargo deck
3c aircraft flight deck
4 plurality of aircraft doors
4a, 4b, 4c, 4d cabin access doors
4e cargo deck access door
5 door structure
6 lock lever
6a lock lever representation
7 lock lever engaging counterpart
7a lock lever engaging counterpart repre-

sentation
8 real-time monitoring device
8a real-time monitoring device fixation

member
8b image formation device
8c backlight device
9 signal transmission connection

10 control panel
11 display screen
12 real-time representation

Claims

1. A vehicle door (4d) with at least one lock lever (6)
that is provided for engaging a counterpart (7) (1) in
an engaged state for locking the vehicle door (4d) at
the associated vehicle (1), wherein a real-time mon-
itoring device (8) is provided for generating a real-
time representation (12) of the at least one lock lever
(6) and the counterpart (7), the real-time represen-
tation (12) being suitable for determining whether
the at least one lock lever (6) is in the engaged state;
characterized in that the real-time monitoring de-
vice (8) comprises an image formation device (8b).

2. The vehicle door (4d) of claim 1,
characterized in that the image formation device
(8b) comprises at least video formation capabilities,
wherein the real-time representation (12) is a video.

3. The vehicle door (4d) of claim 2,
characterized in that the image formation device
(8b) further comprises still image formation capabil-
ities, wherein the real-time representation (12) is
switchable between the video and a still image.

4. The vehicle door (4d) of claim 1,
characterized in that a fixation member (8a) is pro-
vided that rigidly attaches the image formation de-
vice (8b) to a door structure (5) of the vehicle door
(4d).

5. The vehicle door (4d) of claim 1,
characterized in that a control panel (10) is provid-
ed for controlling operation of the image formation
device (8b).

6. The vehicle door (4d) of claim 5,
characterized in that the control panel (10) com-
prises a display screen (11) for displaying the real-
time representation (12).

7. The vehicle door (4d) of claim 1,
characterized in that the image formation device
(8b) comprises a backlight device (8c).

8. The vehicle door (4d) of claim 7,
characterized in that the associated vehicle (1) is
an aircraft, wherein the vehicle door (4d) defines a
cabin access door of the aircraft.

9. An aircraft (1) with a plurality of aircraft doors (4),
characterized in that each of the aircraft door (4a,
4b, 4c, 4d) is a vehicle door as per claim 1.
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10. The aircraft (1) of claim 9,
characterized in that the respective aircraft door
(4a, 4b, 4c, 4d) is a cabin access door.

11. The aircraft (1) of claim 9,
characterized in that the real-time monitoring de-
vice (8) comprises an image formation device (8b)
that comprises at least video formation capabilities,
wherein the real-time representation (12) is a video.

12. The aircraft (1) of claim 11,
characterized in that the image formation device
(8b) further comprises still image formation capabil-
ities, wherein the real-time representation (12) is
switchable between the video and a still image.

13. The aircraft (1) of claim 9,
characterized in that at least one display screen
(11) is provided for displaying the real-time repre-
sentation (12).

14. The aircraft (1) of claim 13,
characterized in that the at least one display screen
(11) is provided at the respective aircraft door (4a,
4b, 4c, 4d), in vicinity of the respective aircraft door
(4a, 4b, 4c, 4d) and/or on an aircraft flight deck (3c)
of the aircraft (1).

Patentansprüche

1. Fahrzeugtür (4d) mit mindestens einem Verriege-
lungshebel (6), der vorgesehen ist, um in einem Ein-
griffzustand zum Verriegeln der Fahrzeugtür (4d) am
zugehörigen Fahrzeug (1) mit einem Gegenstück (7)
(1) in Eingriff zu sein, sowie mit einer Echtzeit-Über-
wachungsvorrichtung (8), die vorgesehen ist, um ei-
ne Echtzeitdarstellung (12) des mindestens einen
Verriegelungshebels (6) und des Gegenstücks (7)
zu erzeugen, wobei die Echtzeitdarstellung (12) ge-
eignet ist, um festzustellen, ob sich der mindestens
eine Verriegelungshebel (6) im Eingriffzustand be-
findet;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Echtzeit-Über-
wachungsvorrichtung (8) eine Bilderzeugungsvor-
richtung (8b) umfasst.

2. Fahrzeugtür (4d) nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Bilderzeu-
gungsvorrichtung (8b) mindestens Videoerzeu-
gungsfähigkeiten aufweist, und dass die Echtzeit-
darstellung (12) ein Video ist.

3. Fahrzeugtür (4d) nach Anspruch 2,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Bilderzeu-
gungsvorrichtung (8b) ferner Standbilderzeugungs-
fähigkeiten aufweist, und dass die Echtzeitdarstel-
lung (12) zwischen dem Video und einem Standbild

umschaltbar ist.

4. Fahrzeugtür (4d) nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass ein Befestigungs-
element (8a) vorgesehen ist, das die Bilderzeu-
gungsvorrichtung (8b) starr an einer Türstruktur (5)
der Fahrzeugtür (4d) befestigt.

5. Fahrzeugtür (4d) nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass ein Bedienfeld (10)
zum Steuern des Betriebs der Bilderzeugungsvor-
richtung (8b) vorgesehen ist.

6. Fahrzeugtür (4d) nach Anspruch 5,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Bedienfeld
(10) einen Bildschirm (11) zum Anzeigen der Echt-
zeitdarstellung (12) umfasst.

7. Fahrzeugtür (4d) nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Bilderzeu-
gungsvorrichtung (8b) eine Hintergrundbeleuch-
tungsvorrichtung (8c) umfasst.

8. Fahrzeugtür (4d) nach Anspruch 7,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das zugehörige
Fahrzeug (1) ein Luftfahrzeug ist und dass die Fahr-
zeugtür (4d) eine Kabinenzugangstür des Luftfahr-
zeugs definiert.

9. Luftfahrzeug (1) mit einer Mehrzahl von Luftfahr-
zeugtüren (4), dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass jede
der Luftfahrzeugtüren (4a, 4b, 4c, 4d) eine Fahr-
zeugtür nach Anspruch 1 ist.

10. Luftfahrzeug (1) nach Anspruch 9,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die jeweilige Flug-
zeugtür (4a, 4b, 4c, 4d) eine Kabinenzugangstür ist.

11. Luftfahrzeug (1) nach Anspruch 9,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Echtzeit-Über-
wachungsvorrichtung (8) eine Bilderzeugungsvor-
richtung (8b) umfasst, die mindestens Videoerzeu-
gungsfähigkeiten aufweist, und dass die Echtzeit-
darstellung (12) ein Video ist.

12. Luftfahrzeug (1) nach Anspruch 11,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Bilderzeu-
gungsvorrichtung (8b) ferner Standbilderzeugungs-
fähigkeiten aufweist, und dass die Echtzeitdarstel-
lung (12) zwischen dem Video und einem Standbild
umschaltbar ist.

13. Luftfahrzeug (1) nach Anspruch 9,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass mindestens ein
Bildschirm (11) zum Anzeigen der Echtzeitdarstel-
lung (12) vorgesehen ist.

14. Luftfahrzeug (1) nach Anspruch 13,
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dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der mindestens ei-
ne Bildschirm (11) an der jeweiligen Flugzeugtür (4a,
4b, 4c, 4d), in der Nähe der jeweiligen Flugzeugtür
(4a, 4b, 4c, 4d) und/oder in einem Cockpit (3c) des
Flugzeugs (1) vorgesehen ist.

Revendications

1. Porte de véhicule (4d) avec au moins un levier de
verrouillage (6) qui est prévu pour enclencher une
contrefiche (7) (1) dans une position enclenchée
pour verrouiller la porte de véhicule (4d) sur le véhi-
cule (1) associé, dans laquelle un dispositif de sur-
veillance en temps réel (8) est prévu pour générer
une représentation en temps réel (12) dudit au moins
un levier de verrouillage (6) et de la contrefiche (7),
la représentation en temps réel (12) étant configurée
pour déterminer si ledit au moins un levier de ver-
rouillage (6) est en position enclenchée ; caractéri-
sée en ce que le dispositif de surveillance (8) com-
prend un dispositif de production d’images (8b).

2. Porte de véhicule (4d) selon la revendication 1,
caractérisée en ce que le dispositif de production
d’image (8b) comprend au moins des capacités de
formation de vidéos animées, dans laquelle la repré-
sentation en temps réel (12) est une vidéo.

3. Porte de véhicule (4d) selon la revendication 2,
caractérisée en ce que le dispositif de production
d’image (8b) comprend en outre des capacités de
production d’images fixes, dans laquelle la représen-
tation en temps réel (12) est permutable entre la vi-
déo et une image fixe.

4. Porte de véhicule (4d) selon la revendication 1,
caractérisée en ce qu’un élément de fixation (8a)
est prévu pour fixer de façon rigide le dispositif de
production d’image (8b) sur une structure de porte
(5) de la porte de véhicule (4d).

5. Porte de véhicule (4d) selon la revendication 1,
caractérisée en ce qu’un panneau de commande
(10) est prévu pour commander le fonctionnement
du dispositif de production d’image (8b).

6. Porte de véhicule (4d) selon la revendication 5,
caractérisée en ce que le panneau de commande
(10) comprend un écran d’affichage (11) pour affi-
cher la représentation en temps réel (12).

7. Porte de véhicule (4d) selon la revendication 1,
caractérisée en ce que le dispositif de production
d’image (8b) comprend un dispositif de rétroéclaira-
ge (8c).

8. Porte de véhicule (4d) selon la revendication 7,

caractérisée en ce que le véhicule (1) associé est
un aéronef, dans lequel la porte de véhicule (4d)
définit une porte d’accès à la cabine de l’aéronef.

9. Aéronef (1) avec une pluralité de portes d’aéronef
(4),
caractérisé en ce que chaque porte d’aéronef (4a,
4b, 4c, 4d) est une porte de véhicule selon la reven-
dication 1.

10. Aéronef (1) selon la revendication 9,
caractérisé en ce que la porte d’aéronef respective
(4a, 4b, 4c, 4d) est une porte d’accès à la cabine.

11. Aéronef (1) selon la revendication 9,
caractérisé en ce que le dispositif de surveillance
en temps réel (8) comprend un dispositif de produc-
tion d’image (8b) qui comprend au moins des capa-
cités de formation de vidéos, dans lequel la repré-
sentation en temps réel (12) est une vidéo.

12. Aéronef (1) selon la revendication 11,
caractérisé en ce que le dispositif de production
d’image (8b) comprend en outre des capacités de
production d’images fixes, dans lequel la représen-
tation en temps réel (12) est permutable entre la vi-
déo et une image fixe.

13. Aéronef (1) selon la revendication 9,
caractérisé en ce que au moins un écran d’afficha-
ge (11) est prévu pour afficher la représentation en
temps réel (12).

14. Aéronef (1) selon la revendication 13,
caractérisé en ce que ledit au moins un écran d’af-
fichage (11) est prévu sur la porte d’aéronef respec-
tive (4a, 4b, 4c, 4d), à proximité de la porte d’aéronef
respective (4a, 4b, 4c, 4d) et/ou sur un poste de pi-
lotage d’aéronef (3c) de l’aéronef (1).
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